Autism the Musical (Learning Disability)  
DVD RJ 506.A9 A9246 2008

A Beautiful Mind (Mental Illness)  

Blink (Blind)  

Born on the Fourth of July  
(Physical Disability)  
Video DS 559.5 .K68 1989

Charly (Mental Disability)  
DVD PN 1997 .C43 2004

Children of a Lesser God (Deaf)  
Video PS 3563.E27 C45 1990

The Color of Paradise (Blind)  

Diving Bell and the Butterfly  
(Physical Disability)  

Forest Gump (Mental Disability)  
DVD PN 1997 .F674 1995

House of D (Mental Disability)  

Inside Moves (Physical Disability)  
DVD PN 1997 .I57534 2009

I Am Sam (Mental Disability)  
DVD PN 1995.9.C87 I35 2002

Left Luggage (Mute)  
DVD PN 1997 .L44 2001

Life Goes On (Down Syndrome)  

Metallica Some Kind of Monster  
(Mental Health Counseling)  
DVD M 1630.18.M479 M5 2005

Mighty (Physical & Learning Disabilities)  

The Miracle Worker  
(Helen Keller and Annie Sullivan)  
DVD PS 3513.I2824 M5 2001

Mr. Holland’s Opus (Deaf)  

Murderball (Wheelchair Athletes)  
DVD GV 945 .M87 2005

My Flesh and Blood (Disabled Persons)  
DVD HV 875.55 .M9 2004

My Left Foot (Cerebral Palsy)  

Normal for Us (Muscular Atrophy)  
Video RC 332 .N6 2002

Radio (Mental Disability)  
DVD PN 1997 .R3 2004

Rain Man (Mental Disability)  

Ray (Blind)  

Say It By Signing (Deaf)  
Video HV 2474 .S274 1985

The Sea Inside (Physical Disability)  

Sling Blade (Mental Disability)  

Tim (Mental Disability)  
Video PN 1997 .T55 1993

Through Deaf Eyes (Deaf)  
DVD HV 2350 .T57 2007

When the Chips Are Down  
(Learning Disabilities)  
DVD LC 4704 .W48 2005

Without Pity: A Film about Abilities  
(Disabilities)  
Video HV 3011 .W5 1997
Memoirs

Born on a Blue Day: Inside the Mind of an Autistic Savant: Memoir
By Daniel Tammet
RC 553.A88 T36 2007

Broken Cord
By Michael Dorris
RG 629.F45 D67 1989

The Diving Bell and the Butterfly
By Jean-Dominique Bauby
Paperback

If You Could Hear What I See
By Kathy Buckley
PN 2287.B745 A3 2001

Nobody Nowhere: The Extraordinary Autobiography of an Autistic
By Donna Williams
Paperback

Only a Mother Could Love Him: My Life with and Triumph over ADD
By Benjamin Polis
RJ 506.H9 P64 2004

Under the Eye of the Clock: The Life Story of Christopher Nolan
By Christopher Nolan
PR 6064.O39 U5 1987

Fiction

Butterflies are Free: A Comedy in Two Acts
By Leonard Gershe
PS 3557.E7 B8 1997

Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
By Mark Haddon
Paperback

Handle with Care: A Novel
By Jodi Picoult
Paperback

Icy Sparks
By Gwen Hyman Rubio
Paperback

Jewel: A Novel
By Bret Lott
PS 3562.O784 J49 1991

Speed of Dark
By Elizabeth Moon
Paperback

The Story of Edgar Sawtelle: A Novel
By David Wroblewski
PS 3623.R63 S76 2008b

The Turtle Catcher
By Nicole Helget
PS 3608.E39 T87 2009
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